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GUIDELINES	FOR	TEAM	DISCUSSION

1. Be curious about how others think, feel, and operate relative to the future, risks, 
values, purpose, change, their workstyle, and innovation. 

2. Start exploring the value and positive aspects of one another's future 
orientation. Resist going straight to “the negative,” highlight the positive first.

3. Seek to understand others first, then to be understood by them. 
4. Listen deeply. Don’t just wait for a chance to jump in. Listen and respond. 
5. Lead with inquiry not advocacy. Ask three questions of others for every 

one advocacy statement or argument that you make. Respond to one another.
6. Set your own rules of engagement. These guidelines are just that, 

guidelines. What rules of communication do you want to establish as a team?

Learn more at
www.Leadership4iR.com

“Our senior leadership team greatly benefited 

from our facilitator creating a productive space for 
a future-focused team discussion.”

--Chief Financial Office, Healthcare  
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SAMPLE	TEAM	DISCUSSION	AGENDA

Learn more at 
www.Leadership4iR.com

Time Topic Key Questions

5 min Leader Welcome & Purpose • Why are we here?
• What do we hope to achieve?

30 min Sharing in the Round • What words or descriptions 
stood out to you in your 
report? 

30 min Patterns on the Team • What styles do we share? 
• How do these orientations 

show up on our team? 

15 min Commit to Action • What priorities can we focus 
our Future Focus™ styles on? 

• What actions can we take to 
leverage these team styles? 

• What support do we need? 
• What will we do to hold 

ourselves accountable? 

10 min Wrap up,  Appreciation & 
Recognition

• What do you appreciate about 
others on this team? 

• What do you appreciate about 
our conversation today?

PURPOSE: To understand and discuss our team’s Future Focus™ orientations so that 
we can successfully set and implement organizational strategy, and achieve key 

performance objectives. 
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I personally recommend the following actions: 

• Invite colleagues to take Future Focus™
www.leadership4iR.com/future-focus

ü Download this Future Future Focus™ Team 

Discussion Guide. 

• Meet with someone you need to work even 
more effectively with and use this Future 
Focus™ Partnership Conversation Catalyst. 

• Learn about the four other leadership styles on 
the Future Focus™ Resources Page.

• Contact chris@leadership4iR.com if you want 
additional advice. 

Chris	Groscurth,	Ph.D.	
Senior	Leadership	Advisor

Let’s continue the journey…


